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Harnessing quantum correlations can enable sensing beyond the classical limits of precision, with
the realization of such sensors poised for transformative impacts across science and engineering. Real
devices, however, face the accumulated impacts of noise effects, architecture constraints, and finite
sampling rates, making the design and success of practical quantum sensors challenging. Numerical
and theoretical frameworks that support the optimization and analysis of imperfections from one end
of a sensing protocol through to the other (i.e., from probe state preparation through to parameter
estimation) are thus crucial for translating quantum advantage into widespread practice. Here, we
present an end-to-end variational framework for quantum sensing protocols, where parameterized
quantum circuits and neural networks form trainable, adaptive models for quantum sensor dynamics
and estimation, respectively. The framework is general and can be adapted towards arbitrary qubit
architectures, as we demonstrate with experimentally-relevant ansätze for trapped-ion and photonic
systems, and enables to directly quantify the impacts that noisy state preparation/measurement
and finite data sampling have on parameter estimation. End-to-end variational frameworks can
thus underpin powerful design and analysis tools for realizing quantum advantage in practical,
robust sensors.

I. INTRODUCTION

By leveraging carefully-prepared quantum correla-
tions, sensing protocols that surpass the intrinsic pre-
cision bounds of classical approaches can be designed [1].
Such protocols comprise four steps (Fig. 1a): (i) the
preparation of a metrologically-useful probe state; (ii)
the interaction of the probe with an unknown physical
parameter of interest ϕ; (iii) the measurement of the per-
turbed probe state, producing a dataset of classical detec-
tion outcomes; and (iv) the estimation ϕ̄ of the physical
parameter from the classical dataset. This approach un-
derpins the many applications of quantum sensing, span-
ning gravitational wave detection [2], earth science [3],
illumination [4], microscopy [5], energy engineering [6],
and chemical dynamics [7], among others.

Moreover, in recent years, approaches for the design
and analysis of quantum sensing protocols have rapidly
advanced [8–10]. Likewise, as variational and machine
learning approaches become ubiquitous across the land-
scape of quantum technologies [11–15], recent efforts have
begun to explore their impact in the context of quantum
sensing [16]. For example, quantum-classical hybrid al-
gorithms have been proposed to drive quantum systems
into regimes suited to sensing tasks [17–19] by leverag-
ing programmable quantum devices. Other studies have
used classical machine learning methods, trained on real
or simulated data from quantum devices, to perform the
estimation step in sensing protocols [20, 21].

While such tools have helped the community’s under-
standing of the operational regimes in which quantum
sensing advantage may be found, challenges remain in
translating such insights into useful, near-term technolo-
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FIG. 1. Building a quantum sensor. (a) The value of
an unknown parameter ϕ is estimated from measurements on
a probe state. Classical limits on sensing precision can be
surpassed in certain operational regimes, pending the careful
design and realization of all protocol steps. (b) Quantum sens-
ing protocols lend themselves well to being framed as varia-
tional optimization problems, with end-to-end parameterized
representations enabling powerful design and analysis tools.
In this framing, the probe state is prepared via a parameter-
ized unitary operation U(θ); it interacts with the parameter
of interest ϕ through a quantum channel, K(ϕ); and is read-
out to classical information by a parameterized measurement
M(µ). A classical neural network, E(λ), then estimates the
parameter value, ϕ̄, from a finite set of measurement data.

gies. Noise sources, fabrication tolerances, constraints
on quantum control (e.g., qubit connectivity, native op-
erations), finite sampling rates, as well as unequal inter-
action of ϕ across all parts of the probe state all arise
in practical realizations of quantum sensing. Thus far,
investigations have largely focused on studying the im-
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pact of such effects on a subset of protocol stages at a
time (e.g., quantifying the decrease in state preparation
fidelity or quantum Fisher Information in the presence
of noise). However, such deviations from ideal behaviour
can affect all protocol stages from preparation through
to estimation, impacting downstream stages of the pro-
tocol in non-trivial ways due to the tight interdependence
of operational settings. Moreover, if the impacts of ex-
perimental constraints and imperfections (anywhere in
the sensing protocol) are not quantified in terms of fi-
nal estimator performance, effective mitigation strategies
that seek to maintain quantum advantage cannot be de-
veloped. This makes ‘end-to-end’ approaches promising
for the design and study of practical quantum sensing
systems, i.e., numerical and theoretical frameworks that
support simulation and optimization across all protocol
stages, with direct and quantifiable impacts on estimator
performance.

Here, we introduce a numerical workflow that uni-
fies preparation, interaction, measurement, and estima-
tor parameterization under one end-to-end variational
framework (Fig. 1b). In Section IIA, we examine how
quantum sensor dynamics can be modelled as parameter-
ized quantum circuits. By computing and optimizing the
Fisher Information as a function of circuit parameters, we
automate the convergence of the sensor towards regimes
with maximal achievable estimation precision. In Section
II B, we present the training of a classical neural network
as a variational estimator of the unknown parameter ϕ
and, using a Bayesian approach to update the estimator
as more data is observed, efficiently utilize the finite data
sampling rates of quantum devices. In Section IIC, we
demonstrate the end-to-end variational quantum sens-
ing (VQS) protocol with probe state ansätze relevant to
trapped-ion and photonic platforms, and benchmark the
Fisher Information, estimator bias, and estimator vari-
ance of the learned protocols. Finally, in Section IID
we benchmark the scaling performance of the full frame-
work, and close with Section II E where we compare the
effects of noisy probe state preparation for both the GHZ
and VQS protocol.

We find that the VQS approach enables the identifica-
tion of optimal probe state and measurement regimes in
the presence of realistic experimental constraints, as well
as the direct study of how protocol imperfections and
finite data effects impact estimation. These functionali-
ties empower the development of strategies for realizing
and maintaining quantum sensing advantage in practical,
near-term devices.

II. RESULTS

A. Variational optimization of quantum sensor
dynamics

Parameterized quantum circuits are a useful model for
studying and designing quantum systems in a unified

mathematical framework. Applications of such circuits
include variational quantum algorithms, learning ground
states of many-body systems, among others [15, 22, 23].
For a quantum sensing task, the circuit representation of
the sensor is divided into three parts. First, a parameter-
ized unitary operation, U(θ), prepares a metrologically-
useful probe state. This probe state interacts dynami-
cally with the parameter of interest, ϕ, through a quan-
tum channel, K(ϕ). Throughout this work, we consider
the task of single-parameter phase estimation, such that
K(ϕ) is a local unitary rotation and ϕ is a single scalar
value. However, this method can be generalized to mul-
tiparameter estimation, where ϕ is a real-valued vector,
or to sensing tasks in which K represents an alternative
dynamical process, e.g., a non-unitary channel. After
the probe state interacts with and is perturbed by the
parameter ϕ, the probe state is measured with a param-
eterized positive operator-valued measurement (POVM),
M(µ) = {Πi(µ)|

∑
i Πi(µ) = 1}. Here, we consider the

elements of the POVM to be projective measurements in
locally-rotated bases, which is realized via a layer of local
rotation gates parameterized by µ, followed by measuring
in the computational basis. Such measurements are, in
general, easily accessible and can be performed with high
fidelity in many qubit architectures. This POVM maps
the density operator to a likelihood probability distribu-
tion over measurement outcomes,

p(si|ϕ) = Tr [ρ(θ, ϕ)Πi(µ)] , (1)

where si is the n-bit measurement outcome associated
with the projector, Πi. For a sensing protocol to realize
the maximum precision that is possible, the state prepa-
ration and detection stages must be designed carefully
around how the parameter-of-interest, ϕ, interacts with
the probe state.
In the variational quantum sensing framework, the de-

vice parameters, θ and µ, are tuned towards a regime
where the probe state and its associated measurement
can enable high-precision estimates of the value of ϕ.
Central to such a method is the choice of the objective
function. For sensing tasks, the Fisher Information is a
ubiquitous metric – often used for quantifying the perfor-
mance of a sensing apparatus. The Fisher Information
quantifies the amount of information that a probability
distribution or quantum state carries about a random
variable which parameterizes it. These quantities are re-
ferred to as the classical (CFI) or quantum (QFI) Fisher
Information, respectively, and both are closely related to
the susceptibility of the distribution or state to infinites-
imal perturbations, δϕ.
The CFI of a discrete probability distribution p(si|ϕ)

that is parameterized by ϕ and describes the probability
of outcomes from measurement outcomes, {si}, may be
expressed as,

I(C)
ϕ =

∑
i

(∂ϕp(si|ϕ))2

p(si|ϕ)
. (2)
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FIG. 2. End-to-end optimization and training of variational quantum sensing protocols. (a, top) The quantum
sensor dynamics are modeled as a parameterized circuit, where the probe state preparation and detection parameters (θ and µ,
respectively) are tuned to optimize the quantum and classical Fisher Information with respect to ϕ. (a, bottom) An example
optimization curve using the CFI as the objective function and tracking the QFI throughout, which both converge to the HL.
(b, top) A dense, feed-forward neural network is used as a variational ansatz for the estimator. The output layer of the network
is interpreted as the posterior probability distribution of the phase value, ϕ̄, conditioned on measurement outcome si [21] The
network is trained on measurement data from the quantum device, sampled across ϕ, in a (b, bottom) supervised classification
mode using the cross-entropy loss function. (c, top) Using a Bayesian update rule, the network is used to estimate ϕ̄ from
a sequence of measurements. This enables efficient training on individual samples and estimation on sequences of arbitrary
length, m. (c, bottom) As the more data is observed, the neural network posterior distribution converges around the the true
phase value, ϕ (black vertical line), reducing the bias of the estimated phase value ϕ̄ (red vertical line).

Here, ∂ϕ denotes the first-order partial derivative with
respect to the parameter of interest, i.e. ∂/∂ϕ. The
CFI can be viewed as the curvature (i.e., second-order
derivative) of the Kullbeck-Leibler divergence between
p(ϕ) and p(ϕ+ δϕ).

The QFI for an arbitrary, n-qubit quantum state, may
be expressed as [24],

I(Q)
ϕ =

2n∑
i,i′=1

λi+λi′ ̸=0

2Re(⟨λi| ∂ϕρ |λi′⟩)
λi + λi′

, (3)

where {λi} are the eigenvalues of the density operator.
The QFI is an important quantity in quantum informa-
tion, with close relationships to the Bures metric [25] and
the quantum geometric tensor [26], as well as a useful
metric for detecting entanglement in quantum systems
[27, 28]. The QFI is equivalent to the optimal classi-
cal Fisher Information of a quantum state over all valid
POVMs. As such, the probe state and measurement pro-
cedure must be tailored to each other and to the form of
interaction with ϕ.

For closed systems, where the probe state is pure and
K(ϕ) is unitary, the QFI simplifies to [24],

I(Q)
ϕ = 4Re(⟨∂ϕρ|∂ϕρ⟩ − | ⟨∂ϕρ|ρ⟩ |2) . (4)

In the context of quantum sensing, the primary impor-
tance of the Fisher Information is that it lower bounds
the variance of any unbiased estimator of the parameter
ϕ,

∆2ϕ̄ ≥ 1

Iϕ
. (5)

This inequality is the famous Cramér–Rao bound, and
holds in both the quantum and classical contexts [29, 30].
Using only classical resources (i.e., no entanglement,

squeezing, etc.), the Fisher Information can scale, at
most, linearly in the size of the probe state – e.g., for an
n-qubit probe state Iϕ ∼ n. This scaling is known as the
standard quantum limit (SQL) or shot-noise limit. How-
ever, if the probe state uses quantum resources such as
entanglement, then the Fisher Information can scale with
a quadratic improvement over the classical case, Iϕ ∼ n2,
which is known as the Heisenberg limit (HL).
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As the first stage of the VQS protocol, we evaluate
and optimize the Fisher Information of the parameterized
quantum circuit (Fig. 2a). We use differentiable pro-
gramming of the circuits to easily compute the quantum
and classical Fisher Information with respect to ϕ. First,
a forward simulation pass of the circuit is performed to
compute the perturbed quantum probe state, ρ(ϕ), and
likelihood distribution p(si|ϕ). Using automatic differen-
tiation, the derivative of the state and distribution with
respect to the parameter of interest is computed, ∂ϕρ
and ∂ϕp(si|ϕ), respectively, and used to compute the QFI
and/or CFI. As differentiable programming allows the ar-
bitrary stacking of derivative passes, the gradient of the

FI with respect to θ and µ can be computed, i.e., ∇θI(Q)
ϕ ,

∇θI(C)
ϕ , and/or ∇µI(C)

ϕ . By updating the values of the
probe state and detection parameters via a gradient as-
cent optimization algorithm, the circuit can be tuned into
a regime which has larger Fisher Information and, thus,
maximum achievable estimation precision.

Once the circuit optimization has reached an appro-
priate stopping criterion (e.g., maximum number of it-
erations or plateau of the objective function), the pa-
rameters θ and µ are fixed. A dataset of measurement
outcomes – classical bitstrings, si = {0, 1}n – are col-
lected for training and benchmarking the estimator. A
sequence of measurement outcomes of length |Dϕ| are
sampled at nϕ distinct phase values across the range of
interest, ϕ ∈ [ϕmin, ϕmax]. Thus, the total number of bit-
strings in the training dataset is |D| = nϕ × |Dϕ|. This
dataset can be viewed as a three-dimensional binary ar-
ray of shape (nϕ, |Dϕ|, n).

B. Bayesian estimation via neural networks

With the quantum dynamics of the sensor optimized
and datasets of measurement outcomes collected, we
train a neural network ansatz as a variational estima-
tion function. Here, we use the approach proposed by
Nolan et al. [21], in which a dense, feed-forward neural
network, E(λ), outputs an estimate of the phase value,
ϕ̄, given a sequence of measurement shots, s(m). The
network is composed of n input nodes (corresponding to
the projective measurement outcome on the n-th qubit)
and w output nodes, and is parameterized by weights and
biases, λ. The output layer of the network is normalized
to be a valid probability distribution (via the softmax
function) and interpreted as the posterior distribution,
p(ϕ̄j |si), of estimating the phase value to be ϕ̄j given the
single measurement outcome, si. We note that in con-
trast to previous works using neural network estimators
[21], we use the raw bitstrings sampled from the quantum
device as the input to the network. This format allows
the network to more easily capture the relevant correla-
tions between qubits. We find that this leads to improved
convergence and estimator performance. As the network
learns the correlations between ϕ and the measurement

outcomes directly from data, it can better compensate
for noisy probe state preparation in the estimation, as
we explore later.
The network is trained on single-shot measurements

(encoded as one-hot vectors) via the cross-entropy loss
function,

L =
1

nϕ|Dϕ|

nϕ∑
ℓ=1

|Dϕ|∑
k=1

log p(ϕ̄ℓ|sk,ℓ). (6)

Training the neural network can be viewed as indirectly
performing Bayesian inversion, learning an approximate
posterior distribution from sampled data. Once the net-
work is trained, estimation is performed on sequences
of arbitrary length shots via a Bayesian update rule.
For a sequence of measurement outcomes of length m,
s(m) = {s1, s2, . . . , sm}, each individual shot is fed into
the neural network and the normalized product of the
output layers is interpreted as the posterior distribution,

p
(
ϕ̄j |s(m)

)
∝

m∏
k=1

p(ϕ̄j |sk), (7)

where we assume conditional independence of the sam-
ples and a uniform prior. The estimated value is,

ϕ̄ = argmax
ϕ̄j

[
p
(
ϕ̄j |s(m)

)]
, (8)

and the bias and variance of this estimated value are
computed as ⟨ϕ̄− ϕ⟩ and

∆2ϕ̄ =

w∑
j=1

p(ϕ̄j |s(m))
(
ϕ̄− ϕ

)2
, (9)

respectively [21].
In the design and benchmarking of metrology schemes,

it is desired for estimators to be both unbiased and min-
imum variance; here, the Cramér–Rao bound provides
an asymptotic lower bound of the variance for unbiased
estimators. For an estimation procedures with repeated
measurements, the Cramér–Rao bound is expressed as,
∆2ϕ̄ ≥ (mIϕ)−1, such that (mn)−1 and (mn2)−1 are the
SQL and HL on estimating ϕ from m measurements of
an n-qubit system, respectively. Statements about es-
timator performance are often framed asymptotically –
that is, in the assumption of an infinite number of mea-
surements samples – an assumption which often does not
hold in real, experimentally-relevant contexts. Recent
work has made significant progress in theoretical frame-
works in limited-data regimes [8, 9]; here we explicitly
benchmark VQS protocols in the regime of finite data
using synthetic data sampled from differentiable tensor
network simulations of the quantum dynamics.

C. Hardware-relevant ansätze

First, we demonstrate the VQS framework end-to-end
with three ansätze that are relevant to current and near-
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FIG. 3. VQS with hardware-relevant ansätze. We demonstrate the end-to-end framework with three unitary probe state
preparation ansätze; including (a) a hardware-efficient ansatz (HEA) with controlled-phase interactions [22], (b) trapped-ion
native gate interactions (TIA) [31], and (c) with states locally equivalent to a bundled graph state. The Fisher Information of
the HEA and TIA plateau to the HL, the optimal value for entangled probe states, while the bundled graph state plateaus to
a FI of n2/2, the theoretically known QFI value for such states. The trained neural network estimators all converge towards
being unbiased with increasing sequence length m, and partially saturate the CRB for the variance. For all results presented
the number of qubits is n = 4 and the HEA and TIA circuit depth is d = 4.

term qubit architectures (Fig. 3). First, we consider a
hardware-efficient ansatz (HEA) [22], composed of local
rotations interleaved with nearest-neighbor controlled-
phase interactions (see Fig. 3a). Second, we con-
sider a trapped-ion ansatz (TIA) composed of the na-
tive gates for ion-based quantum devices (Fig. 3b). The
probe state is prepared by a unitary composed of inter-
leaving local rotations around the X- and Y-axes, with
Mølmer–Sørensen interactions which generate entangle-
ment between adjacent qubits in the chain. In both
the HEA and TIA cases, the “brick-work” circuit layer
is repeated d times, and has open boundary conditions
(i.e., the 1st and n-th qubits do not interact). The fi-
nal probe state ansatz we consider is a class of graph
states amenable to quantum sensing [32]. Graph states
are a class of entangled quantum states especially rele-
vant for photonic quantum technologies [33], as well as
other architectures [34]. Certain families of graph states,
including cluster and star states, have low QFI; how-
ever, Shettel et al. show that so-called bundled graph

states have QFI which scales with the HL multiplied by
a constant factor, 1/k [32]. In Fig. 3c, we demonstrate
the VQS on a probe state that is locally equivalent to a
k = 2 bundled graph state (corresponding to a complete
bipartite graph). Fig. 3 demonstrates the quantum and
classical Fisher Information of the sensing circuits during
optimization, as well as the performance (i.e., bias and
variance) of the neural network estimator after training.

In the Fisher Information optimization curves (Fig. 3,
second row), we use the CFI as the objective function.
We observe that the CFI is a more ‘rugged’ objective
landscape compared to the QFI – the spurious decreases
during optimization in the CFI are a result of gradient as-
cent update directions for µ which cause the projective
measurement bases to non-optimally capture the large
QFI of the parameterized probe state into classical infor-
mation. Careful selection of the hyperparameters, e.g.,
the learning rate, is necessary for realizing optimization
trajectories that do not get stuck in sub-optimal param-
eter regimes and converge in an efficient number of steps.
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FIG. 4. Scaling analysis of the VQS method. (a) The VQS neural network estimator bias and variance for n-qubit probe
state ansätze. (b) The required number of training shots per phase, |Dϕ|, to robustly train the neural network estimator. (c)
Comparison between GHZ and VQS protocols with dephasing noise in the state preparation, including the classical Fisher
Information of the quantum device and the neural network estimator bias and variance. The GHZ protocol estimator becomes
biased as noise in the probe state preparation increases, though the variance always scales with the HL as (mn2)−1. On the
other hand, the VQS method can tune the device parameters toward probe states that are more robust to the particular form
of noise. The VQS neural network estimator remains unbiased as the noise increases, as the network can learn the effect of
noise from the training data, and instead trades off for increased variance. For the results presented in (b) and (c), the number
of qubits and circuit layers is n = d = 4.

We note that using the Fisher Information as an objec-
tive function demonstrates barren plateaus, a common
and well-known challenge of parameterized quantum cir-
cuits and variational quantum algorithms.

The performance of the neural network estimator for
all probe state ansätze (Fig. 3, bottom rows) tends to-
wards being unbiased for longer sequence lengths. The
variance of the trained VQS protocol reaches below the
SQL in the finite data regime and partially saturat-
ing the HL. However, at longer sequence lengths tested
(m ∼ 1000), the variance begins to increase and no longer
reaches the HL. This is due to the combination of dis-
cretizing the posterior distribution and the Bayesian up-
date, which leads to spurious noise in p(ϕj |s(m)) that is
amplified as m increases.

D. Scaling of VQS protocols

After demonstrating the end-to-end variational opti-
mization of the quantum sensing protocols, we turn our
attention to exploring the scaling performance of the
framework. In Fig. 4a we show the scaling in the num-
ber of qubits, from n = 2 to n = 10, demonstrating for
each that the method can realize estimation precision ap-
proaching the HL in noise-free environments. We also ob-
serve that as n increases, fewer measurement samples are
required for the estimator to plateau towards being un-
biased, as each individual measurement sample contains
more information and correlations between qubits that
are useful for the estimation. The exponential scaling of
the Hilbert space limits the size of quantum sensors that
can be simulated classically; however, variational and op-
timal quantum control algorithms for NISQ devices have
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been proposed and demonstrated for driving system dy-
namics towards states with large Fisher Information. The
utility of machine learning for parameter estimation may
be limited by the capacity to sample large, high-quality
datasets for training as for many current qubit archi-
tectures the sampling rate is limited and/or the circuit
evolution is highly noisy, which would lead to a biased
training dataset.

In Fig. 4b, we characterize the number of measurement
samples per phase needed to robustly train the neural
network estimator. As outlines in Section IIA, the total
number of measurement samples in the training dataset
is |D| = |Dϕ|×nϕ. For small training dataset sizes (light
green lines), the estimator cannot be robustly trained,
leading to the bias diverging away from zero and the
variance collapsing to zero (due to the discretized pos-
terior distribution collapsing towards a Kronecker delta
function). We observe that training a modestly-sized net-
work on datasets of size approximately |Dϕ| ∼ 1000 and
nϕ ∼ 100 resulted in robust and high-performance esti-
mation. However, this requirement is highly dependent
on the number of qubits, sensing dynamics, and quality
of the training data.

E. Comparison to GHZ protocol

The GHZ protocol is a well-studied, paradigmatic
metrology protocol that is optimal in noise-free environ-
ments. Here, we compare the effects of noisy probe state
preparation on both a GHZ and VQS protocol. We use
analogous noise models affecting the state preparation for
the two protocols: following every two-qubit gate in the
state preparation circuit, the control and target qubits
are acted on by independent dephasing channels, each
with coefficient γ ∈ [0, 1]. For the GHZ state prepara-
tion, the circuit contains n−1 two-qubit gates (see Meth-
ods), while the VQS using the HEA consists of (n− 1)d
two-qubit interactions. For each value of γ, we optimize
the circuit in the face of the noisy state preparation and
sample simulated training and testing datasets from the
optimized device. We sample a testing dataset of the
GHZ and VQS circuits of the same size and values of ϕ.
For the estimation based on GHZ data, we use a maxi-
mum likelihood estimator (where the likelihood is under
the assumption of noise-free evolution, see Methods); for
the VQS we use a trainable neural network ansatz as
before. In Fig. 4, we see that for low noise strengths,
the GHZ and VQS have comparable Fisher Information,
saturating to the optimal value of n2. As the noise in-
creases, the CFI of the GHZ probe decreases rapidly to 0
at large γ, such that the measurement outcomes are com-
pletely random and carry no information about the value
of ϕ. The VQS can, however, mitigate the effects of the
noise by tuning θ and µ to remain above the SQL on the
Fisher Information for larger amounts of environmental
noise; in-line with recent demonstrations that parameter-
ized circuits are able to mitigate the entropic effects of

the environmental noise in shallow circuits [35]. Analyz-
ing the final estimator performance (Figs. 4c, middle and
bottom), we see that the variance of the GHZ maximum
likelihood estimator always scales with n2, but becomes
increasingly biased as the amount of dephasing increases.
The neural network estimator, on the other hand, com-
pensates for the noise in its estimation as it learns the
effect of the noise channels from the sampled data. As
such, the neural network estimator remains unbiased as
the noise increases, and instead trades-off for increased
variance.

III. DISCUSSION

In this work, we introduced a variational framework for
quantum sensing protocols, optimizing both the quan-
tum evolution and the classical estimator. We model
the protocol stages corresponding to probe state prepa-
ration, interaction, and measurement with parameterized
quantum circuits, optimizing the Fisher Information to-
wards regimes with maximal achievable precision. Sub-
sequently, we use a neural network as a variational es-
timator ansatz, which is trained on single labeled mea-
surement outcomes and used in a Bayesian context for
performing estimation on arbitrarily long sequences of
measurements.
The Fisher Information is a natural choice for the ob-

jective function, as it is a straight-forward and inter-
pretable way of quantifying the utility of a probe state for
metrology. However, other important protocol consider-
ations are not encapsulated by the Fisher Information,
including, for example, the dynamic range of the sensor
– i.e., the effective range over which the unknown param-
eter can be estimated. As such, continued investigations
of new objective functions [19] and hybrid control algo-
rithms [14] may suggest novel approaches towards design-
ing more useful and robust sensing devices. The end-to-
end parameterization and differentiable programming of
VQS protocols open promising avenues for using higher-
order derivative quantities and probability distribution
moments for improved objective functions [36]. In addi-
tion, the variational nature of such methods may enable
new approaches for sensing based on adaptive feedback
and active learning concepts [37].
In parallel, as both variational algorithms and ma-

chine learning capabilities advance, with model archi-
tectures and compute infrastructures rapidly evolving,
finding synergistic overlap with challenges in quantum
sensing may prove to be a fruitful direction for develop-
ment. In particular, future work should explore alterna-
tive neural network architectures and training methods
towards variational quantum sensing protocols. Archi-
tectures that are implicitly designed for sequential data
(e.g., recurrent neural networks, transformers [38, 39]), as
well as approaches developed for approximating complex,
high-dimensional probability distributions (e.g., normal-
izing flows [40]) are likely well-suited towards quantum
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sensing protocols.
The insights provided by VQS frameworks can be used

directly to identify improved operational settings for real-
istic, constrained qubit architectures, especially relevant
for near-term programmable quantum devices [19, 41].
Further, future work should investigate how such frame-
works can be utilized for the automatic discovery of ac-
tionable and human-interpretable [42] mitigation strate-
gies to realize and preserve quantum advantage for the
next generation of sensing technologies.

IV. METHODS

A. Circuit simulations and training

Quantum circuit simulations were performed with dif-
ferentiable tensor-network methods, using the TensorCir-
cuit and JAX frameworks [43, 44]. All circuits evolve a
pure n-qubit initial state |ρ0⟩ = |0⟩⊗n through the pa-
rameterized state preparation, U(θ). The state prepara-
tion is unitary, except for in cases when noise is explicitly
considered in the analysis of Fig. 4c. The probe state
then transforms under local rotations parameterized by
the parameter-of-interest, ϕ. The local quantum channel
which imprints ϕ onto the state is K(ϕ) = ⊗n

i=1Rz(ϕ).
Finally the perturbed probe state is measured by param-
eterized projective measurements in rotated bases, imple-
mented as a layer of local rotations followed by projecting
each qubit into the computational basis (i.e., eigenvectors
of the Z operator). Optimization of the circuit parame-
ters, θ and µ, is performed using the ADAM algorithm
and the Fisher Information as the objective function (un-
less otherwise noted, we use the CFI as the loss function,
but the QFI can also be used). The HEA, TIA, and
bundled graph state circuits (including both θ and µ)
have 2nd + 4n, (3n − 1)d + 3n, and 4n total variational
parameters, respectively.

B. Neural network training

In this work, the network architecture used as
the estimator ansätze are fully-connected, feed-forward
neural networks. The networks have dimension
(n, h1, . . . , hn hidden, w), where n is the number of qubits,
hi is the number of nodes in the i-th hidden layer,
n hidden is the number of hidden layers, and w is the
number of output nodes (i.e., the number of phase dis-
cretization points). Each neuron passes information
through a nonlinear activation function, here the ReLU
function, defined as max(x, 0). The output layer is
normalized to a valid probability distribution using the
softmax function. The corresponding phase label, ϕj , for
a measurement sample is encoded as a one-hot encoded
vector, i.e., a Kronecker delta function, δij . We use the
cross-entropy function between the label one-hot vector
and the output layer as the loss function, with an added

L2 regularization term to improve training and estimator
performance. The ADAM optimizer is used for stochastic
gradient descent. Neural network estimators were imple-
mented and trained using the JAX framework.

C. Comparison with GHZ protocol

Here, the probe state is the highly entangled GHZ
state, |GHZ⟩ = 1√

2
(|00 . . . 0⟩+ |11 . . . 1⟩), which inter-

acts with the parameter of interest through a local rota-
tion around the Z-axis of the Bloch sphere, Rz(ϕ). The
GHZ state is prepared via the quantum circuit,

|GHZ⟩ =

(
n∏

i=2

CNOT1,i

)
H1 |0⟩⊗n

. (10)

A local dephasing channel is applied on both the con-
trol and target qubits for every CNOT, described by the
Kraus operators,

A0 =

[
1 0
0

√
1− γ

]
, A1 =

[
0 0
0

√
γ

]
,

and the state evolves as, ρ → A0ρA
†
0 +A1ρA

†
1. A parity

measurement of the state in the X basis is performed,
P (si), i.e. calculating the sum modulo-two of the sam-
pled bitstring, si, such that,

P (si) =

{
0 if si is even parity

1 if si is odd parity
. (11)

The likelihood distribution of measuring an even parity
measurement for these sensing dynamics, in the noise-free
case, is,

p (P (si) = 0|ϕ) = cos2
(
nϕ

2

)
p (P (si) = 1|ϕ) = sin2

(
nϕ

2

)
(12)

Using a maximum likelihood estimator, i.e., maximum a
posteriori estimation with a uniform prior distribution,
our estimator for a sequence of m measurement samples
is,

p(ϕ̄|s(m)) ∝
m∏
i=k

p(ϕ̄|si) (13)

=

m∏
k=1

P (si) cos
2

(
nϕ

2

)
+ (1− P (si)) sin

2

(
nϕ

2

)
To compare the VQS and GHZ protocols, both are de-
fined as quantum circuits, and projective measurement
samples are collected from both over a range of phase val-
ues ϕk. Training data is collected for the neural network
estimator, and equivalent testing data sets are sampled
for both the GHZ and VQS protocols.
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